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A thoroughly delicious picture book about the funniest "food fight" ever! Lady Pancake and Sir

French Toast have a beautiful friendshipÃ¢â‚¬â€•until they discover that there&#39;s ONLY ONE

DROP of maple syrup left. Off they go, racing past the Orange Juice Fountain, skiing through

Sauerkraut Peak, and reeling down the linguini. But who will enjoy the sweet taste of victory? And

could working together be better than tearing each other apart? The action-packed rhyme makes for

an adrenaline-filled breakfast . . . even without a drop of coffee!
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“A tale of Ã¢â‚¬Ëœto-goÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ food that is good for you! What happens between

pancakes and French toast when there is only one drop of syrup left? Readers get a ringside seat

when the refrigerator door closes and the food comes to life. Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast

take off on an edible version of American Ninja, running and rappelling through all the major food

groups, each determined to reach the syrup first. The competition is fierce, as Toast plops into a vat

of jam, and Pancake get sucked into chili-based muck. As the two royals skip through the Broccoli

Forest and sail across soupy seas, the chilly interior of the refrigerator morphs into a true Hunger

Games arena. . . . Kearney&#39;s illustrations kick butter, with full command of the story&#39;s arc.



The bean avalanche is a trippy wonder that will be replayed at many dinner tables. The vibrant

colors on simple backgrounds keep the action at the forefront, while the acrobatic rhymes tackle the

next hurdle. Though not a nutritional guide, this serving of breakfast foods provides a heaping side

of verbs. Teachers and students alike will delight in this food fight. Who will be the winner? Readers

will be hungry to find out.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kirkus Reviews

"When I was a kid my best friend was Josh Funk. I think he's about to become a friend to a whole

new generation of kids." - B.J. Novak, author of #1 New York Times Bestseller The Book with No

Pictures.

Riveting action book with fantastic artwork with breakfast food favorites! We read to help wake the

kids up and get them excited about breakfast, or to calm down at night for a good night sleep! Unlike

some other kids books, fun for adults to read and fun for kids to listen or read on their own!

This is, hands down, my favorite children's book that we own right now! About to purchase it for the

third time to give as a gift. The story is funny and well-written. I read it to my one year old and the

pictures entertain her, but my 9 year old sister loves it just as much because the story is so great. Of

all the classics and new releases we have right now, this one is the most fun. Highly recommend!

Id never heard of this book until just having purchased it as a birthday gift based on the reviews and

story description but after flipping through will be purchasing a copy for my children as well! Very

cute story of refrigerator food racing for the last drop of syrup and learning about friendship and

sharing. Very cute!

Purchased for a book drive for children, and of course, I read through it first because -- even though

it is for kids -- it is important to me that a book still have a good story and in this case, solid artwork. I

have to say -- this book is adorable. As I was reading it, I could imagine the wonderful little things

that would be fun to discuss with a young audience. The rhymes are cute, the art is imaginative, and

I think the child who receives this book will love it.

My first grade class absolutely devoured Lady Pancake & Sir French Toast! I actually had to remove

the book jacket because so many hands were grabbing for the book after I read it. The tight rhyme

and colorful pages satisfy the senses, while the unexpected twist adds drama to an already



nail-biting race. We read the book weeks ago and somehow Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast

still seem to find their way into our daily conversations, drawings, and journal entries. Unforgettable

characters on an unbelievable journey make this book a necessity for any classroom, bedroom,

living room, playroom and kitchen. Yes, kitchen!

Really cute picture book for kids (both my 3 and 1 y/o boys like it a LOT), we got this copy as a gift

for the cousins. Cute rhymes, lots of different foods mentioned and pictured, and great illustrations

(with a fold out of the whole fridge at the end). Great twist at the end. Looking forward to more from

J. Funk!

My son lives this story, and to be honest I think my husband and I enjoy it just as much...it's very

clever and funny. There are many books that as a parent you sometimes dread reading at bedtime,

but I am always delighted to pull this one from the bookcase.

This is a great kids book- that parents will enjoy too! The illustrations are fun and cute. The story is

unique and enjoyable. My kids liked it so much I ordered the sequel soon after. This is the go to

book for bed time now!
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